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CORRELATIVE ANALYSES FOR GEOMAGNETIC INDICES, COSM|CIRAY |NTENSIT|ES
AND SUNSPOT NUMBERS RECORDED SINCE 1937

MARISA STORINII, OTTAVIA BORELLO FILISETTI2, VITTORIO MUSSINO2 &
MARIO PARISI3

tA. -søtistical study between the cosmic-ray intensities, the tKp.geomagnetic
indices and the sunspot numbers, frrom 1932 to 19g6 on moñttrly uaiis is
presented. Our results suggest that the latitudinal dependeúce for thä charged-
particle propagation i" tlre lErylanetary space, forecast by the drift theory ùñing
a Hale cycle, is badly checked by correlative analyses insi¿e solar-cycbj phasesl
The stnong correlation between cosmic-ray inænsities and the 

-lKp ^values
obøined between the-19t1_r,solar-cycle maximum and the 2oth one and'the poor
correlation between the 2ottr solar-cycle rnaximum and the 21st one nai be
explained taking into account that polar coronal holes have covered neguþub
areas towards trhe helioe-quator during the descending phase of the 19th cyãËana
vast a¡eas during the 2oth one.

AN.Á,LISE DE CORRELAçÁ.O FNTRE ÍNOTCES GEOMAGNÉUCOS,
INTENSIDADE DE RAIOS CÓSMICOS E NIJMERO DE MANCHASsoLAREs DESDE 1937 - No presente trabalho é apresentado um estudo de
!ft"ç- estadstica entre a inænsidade de raios cósmicoì, o fndice geomagnético
¿Kp e o nrfmero de rnanchas solares, de 1937 a 19g6, usando médias,*nsãis dos
dados coletados. A "drift theory" pr€vê uma depend-ência com a latitude * pr"-
pagagã9 das partfculas eletricarnente carregadas rio espaço interplanetário, duränæ
um ciclo de Hale. os resultados obtidos Juqoi upteråni"dos cóntrariam o* pr"-
visão. O coeficiente de correlação entre a inænsiáa¿e de raios cósmicos 

" 
o, *,älo-

res deåKp-obti99 no perfodo cãmpreendido entre o rnáximo do ciclo solar ne 19 eo máximo do ne 2o é elevado. Já õ valor do nresmo coeficiente obtido no perroaã
compreendido entre os máximos dos ciclos ns 2O e ne 2l ébaixo. Esses reiulødospo{em ser explicados levando-se em consideração que os buracos coronais em di-
1eção ao equador solar recobriram áreas negligenciáveis durante a fase descen-
dente do ciclo ne 19 enquanto que durante o-ciõlo ns 2O as áreas recobertas eram
vastas.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of sola¡-ûerestrial relationships is an
invaluable tool to understand temporal variations in
the space environment. The STEP (Solar-Terrestrial
Energy Prograrn, 199G1995) is, for instance, a good
opportunity to improve our knowledge of the physical
processes involved in the chain: Sun - Interplanetary
ædium - Earttt. For this pu4tose, the study of cosmic-
ray (CR) modulation, induced by solar activity via
int€rplanetary processes, is particularly appropriate.

A four-station network of Compton Bennet
ionization chambers (Cheltenham/ Fredericksburg,
Christchruch, Godharm and Huancayo) was
e,stablished in the 1936-37 years (e.g. Lange &
Forbus, 1948) and was followed in the fifties by a
world-wide network of neut¡on monitors, which is still
operational with the so-called IGy and NM64

detectors (see Shea et al., 1984, for tlp status ef this
network and others retated to the solar-terrestrial
physics).

A statistical study between CR intensities,
geomagnetic indices and sunspot numbers from 193?

10 
1986, on a monthly and yearly basis, is in progress.

In this paper rl/e report the preliminary results obtained
by means of correlative analyses for successive
solar-activity cycles.

2. DATA USED AND METTIOD OF ANALY-
srs

A network of magnetic observatories rnoniûors
continuously the geornagnetic field and several
geomagnetic indices are derived for statistical studies
(e.g., Mayaud, 1980). The one used more frequently
for sola¡-terrestrial physics has been the Ifp-planetary
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index together with its daily sum (lXp¡ till the
introduction of the aa index (Mayaud, 1972).In this
research we will restrict the analysis to the lKp
indices.

The oldest solar paranreter available is the daily
sr¡nsF)t number (Wolf or Zwic}n number Rz;
McKinnon, 1987). For rnany decades the scientific
community defined the solar-activity cycle in terms of
the time interval between successive minirna in
sunspots (about ll years: Schwabe cycle; the sola¡-
activity cycles have been numbered from 1755).
Nevertlreless, it was showed that the Sun's magnetic
cycle lasts about 22 years (Hale, l9l3¡' Hale &
Nicholson, 1938). In each solar-activity cycle the
sense of the heliopolar magnetic field is reversed
around the sunspot muimum (Babcock, 196l), Hence,
consecutive Hale semicycles are charactenznd by an

opposite sign of the heliomagnetic-dipole moment.
Charged particles in the heliospace may be influenced
by the above conditions, due to the presence of
gradients and curvature of the three-dimensional inter-
planeary field (charged-particle drifÐ. An
evaluation of the drift contribution to the CR transport
is in progress since 1977 (Jokipii, 1986 and references
therein); a pararret€r A is usually introduced in drift
calculations (e.9. eq. (5) of Jokipü et a1,,1977), being
the heliomagnetic field status outward (inward) in the
northem hemisphere when A ) O (A < O). For
consecutive Hale semicycles the drift theory forecasts
a different th¡ee-dimensional dependence for the
charged-particle pmpagation in the heliospace (see
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Figure 1. Correlation coefficients between the monthly
Ztrlch sunspot number Rz and the geomagnetic
index lKp for successive solar-cycle maxima
(Mi, ¡ : 17-21, upper panel) and successive
solar-cycle minima Qni/i+I, i : 17-21, lower
panel). The parameter A indicates the helio-
magnetic field status (see the text).
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Sect.4).
Corelative studies between geornagnetic, solar

and CR parameters would show peculiar feaû¡res
related to the Schwabe and the Hale cycles.

To cover the tirne interval from 1937 (17th
solar-cycle maximum) to 1986 (21st solar-cycle end),
monthly averages of Rz and >fp indices are
considered together with the CR monthly intensities
registered by Cheltenham/Fredericksburg ionization
charnber (1937-1969) and Deep River neutnon monitor
(196s-1986).

By using the method of least squares, the
corelation coefficients of Rz vs. lKp and CRs vs.
Itcp have been evaluated for the following tirne
intervals:
i) successive solar-cycle maxirna ¡4í, ¡: 17-2.1 (i.e.,

fiom uI7 to u18: 193747; from u18 ta M19:
1947-57; Mt9 to u2o: 1957.ó8; from ¡420 ¡e y212
1969-8O);

ü) successive solar-cycle minima ni/i+ I, ¡ : 17-21
(i.e., from tnIT/18 ¡s mI8/19. l9M-54;¡*^^18/19
to mI9/20. 1954 64; fr,om m19/20 to n20/2i.
1964-76; ¡*^ 

^20 
/2 t ¡s 

^2 
I / 22. 1976-86).

3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEXY THE GEO-
MAGNETIC LEVEL AND THE SOLAR.
ACTIVTTY CYCLE

The upper panel of Fig. I shows the correlation
coefficients obtained for Rz vs. lKp from one sola¡-
cycle maximum to the next; the lower panel refers to
solar-cycle minima. From this figure it Etpears that,
except for the mI8/19 to u20 int€rval, a negligible
correlation exists between Rz and IKp. Moreover, the
temporal trend is practically the sa¡æ in both panels
(within the error bars) if a shift of one solar-activity
semicycle is taken into account.

It is well known that temporal variations in the
interplanetary plasma features at the Earth's location
exert a strong influence on the terestrial magneûo-
sphere and, therefore, on the general geomagnetic
activity level (the åtcp-index rnay be viewed as a
quantitative paramet€r of this level). Measurements iz
sítu have shown that sola¡-wind parameûers change
considerably over different time scales and well-
defined interplanetary plasma macrostructures have
been identified (e.g., Hundhausen,lW2a, b; Burlaga,
1975; Neugebauer, 1983). The number, t¡re and
strength of these travelling interplanetary disturbances
change according to the long-term solar-featu¡e
evolution. Several related parameters indicate the flare
activþ as the origin of transient solar-wind streams
(Hundhausen, 1972b; Dryer, 1974; Iuæi et al., 1979a,
1984; among others); this activity is described by the
ll-year cycle. Instead, corotating solar-wind sheams
are interplanetarJ¡ structures related to the plasma
emitted from coronal holes (Krieger et al., 1973;
Neupert & Pizzo, 1974; Nolte et al., 1976). These
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Figure 2. Temporal behaviours of the monthly averages of
geomagnetic index lKp and sunspot number Rz
for solar-cycle N. 20. Dotted lines indicate the
linear trends during the ascending and descending
phase of the cycle.

holes have a t€mporal evolution better related to the
Hale cycle, due to the unipolar magnetic fields
erærging from those regions. Other sola¡ sources have
been proposed for the weaker solar-wind disturbances
but a general consensus has not yet been reached (see,

for instance, Marsden, 1986).

Our knowledge of the long-ærm coronal-hole

evolution has grown in the last 15 years (e.g-, Zirker,
ITIT; Ílatvey & Sheeley, 1979; Hundhausen, 1981;

Webb et al., 1984; Withbroe, 1986). Briefly, we
distinguish between heliopolar holes and non-polar
coronal holes. I-arge areas of the corona are covered
by the heliopolar holes during sunspot minima; they

decrease in the ascending phase and ænd to disappear
round maxima, at the same time of the weakening of
the polar rnagnetic fields (e.g., Fig. I of DeVore &
Sheeley, 1987>. Afrer the heliopolar-magnetic field
inversion, the hole size grows and may cover a vast
coronal area towards the helioequator dwing the
descending phase of the solar-activity cycle, allowing
broad and long-living recurrent high-speed solar-wind
streams to overtake the Earth. Their geoeffectiveness
should emerge during this phase and the minima.
Non-polar corona holes occurred in solar regions
where sufficiently extended unipolar-magnetic areas

are found, and their life-time is shortened by the
presence of active regions nearby. For this reason'
even if non-polar coronal holes werc observed in each
phase of the solar-activity cycle, their geoeffectiveness
via corotating high-speed streams during the ascending
phase would be less evident than that of transient
high-speed st¡eams. While, during the descending
phase their contribution must be added to that from
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polar coronal holes.
From the above summâry we conclude that a

very froor correlation between Rz arid lKp can bc
eq)ect€d, since the Rz-index is relat€d to a fraction
only of the travelling int€rplanetary distübances (the
transient ones). More precisely, we eryrect that during
the ascending phase and the maxima the interplanetary
rredium conditions are dominated (but not coryletely
described) by the transient stream series and the
descending one by the corotating str€ams series. This,
in tum, implies a positive (but not a strong) corrclation
between Rz and X<p for the first period and no
correlation at all or a negative correlation for the
second onc. Figure 2 shows this effect for solar cycle
N. ?ß, Figure 3 gives, instead, the correlæion
coefficients obtained for each solar-activity phase:
during the ascending (As) phases the obtained
ooefficients are always gnsitive and tend to have the
saæ value. Duing the descending (D) pluses they
generally vanish or are negative, except for solar cycle
N. 19 1pr9-phase). A possible explanation for this
anomaly is the gr€at flare activity observed in oI9
which does not allow polar coronal holes to reach lorv
latitudes. Incidentally, we note that the highest Rz
values belong to the solar-cycle N. 19.

4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GEO.
MAGNETIC LEVEL AND TI{E COSMIC.
RAY INTENSITY

A three-dfuænsional de¡rndence for the charged-
particle propagation can be accounted for in a naarral
way in terms of CR drift (see Sect. 2). During a Hale
cycle drift forecasts an easier acscss for CRs via: i) the
heliomagnetic polar lines for qA > O (being q the
charge of the particles considered); ü) the
heliomagnetic current sheet for qA < O. It implies for
a positive (negative) heliomagnetíc norttr (south) pole
(i.e., A >
equatorialwards to the current sheet, and then drifr
rapidly outwa¡ds along the current sheet itself.
Negative particles, instead, drift inwards along the
street, and then drift polewards. These particle motions
arc reversed for A ( 0. There are several arguments
both for and against the drift relevance (see, for
instance, Tab. I in McKjbben, 1988; Storini, 1990). In
this context the correlative study by Shea & Smart
(1981, 1985) is of particular interest. Their basic idea
was to corryare the solar-wind turbulence in the
ecliptic plane (rreasured by a geomagnetic index) with
the one encount€red by the galactic CRs in their
3dimensional propagation to the Earttt. If CR drift
works effectively, these interplanetary turbulences
would be simila¡ in the A < O periods and different in
those with A > 0. They found ttrat the correlation
between the CR intensity (registered by the Mt.
Washington neutron monitor) and the geomagnetic
aa-index is good for A ( O and poor for A ) O, in the
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Rz vs XKp
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Figure 3. Correlation coefficients between Rz and IKp for
each solar-activity phase. øi and Ast indicate the

descending and ascending phases of the cycle i (i
: 17-21) respectively.

tirne intervals included between the 19th and the 21st

solar-cycle maxima. Filisetti et al. (1983) supported
their results by using the Kp-index.

The correlation coefficients obtained in this
paper between the monthly CR intensities and the IKp
are reported in Fig. 4 (upper panel refer to solar-cycle
maxima; the lower one refer to solar-cycle minima).
The Shea and Smart idea holds from ur8 to u2I wl¡rile
it drops from uI7 ta MI8. Again, shifting of one
solar-activity semicycle the temporal behaviour of the
correlation coefficients between successive minima,
that for maxima is roughly obtained. Several data gaps
found in the ionization chamber records during the
first period (from uI7 b MI\ prevent a reliable
evaluation of the correlation coefficient. Moreover, no
attempts has been made at this søge to check the
long-term instrumental stability for the ionization
chamber. It will be done in a subsequent paper by
using data from the other th¡ee stations as reported by
the Carnegie Institution. However, looking at the
correlation coefficients obtained separately for each
solar-activity phase (As and D phases), interesting
features emerge (see Fig. 5):

i) the coefficients associated with the As-phases
show always a more or less negative correlation
between CRs and )Kp;

ü) the coefficients related to the D-phases are
variables, and always smaller than 0.5, except for
Dlg.

From CR-drift theory it could be inferred that: i)
the coefficients for As-phases of the even cycles
should be higher than those for the odd ones; in reality
this happens only for As20, while the other As
coefficients have the same value within the error bars;
ii) the coefficients for D-phases of the even cycles
should be lower than those for odd ones; this is
certairrly tn¡e for pI9 út6 p2o.

Our method of investigation seems to be less
appropriate for the check of the CR-drift theory, wbile
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Figure 4. Correlation coefficients between the monthly CR
intensity and the geomagnetic index lKp for the
time periods as in Fig. 1. The CR intensities as

measured by Cheltenham/Fredericksburg ion-
ization chambers from 1937 to 1969 and by Deep
River neutron monitor from 1965 to 1986 are
used. The question mark indicaúes that in the time
Wnod uI7 b MI8 several data gaps in the
ionization cha¡nbers prevent a reliable evaluation
of the correlation coefficient.

it should give indications on the tlpe of interplanetary
disturbances dominating the solar-cycle phase. From
üris point of view the corelation coefñcient obtained
for the o20 pbase is accounted for by tlre prevalent
presence, in the ecliptic plane, of corotating travelling
disturbances connected with polar coronal holes. They
have always a positive geomagnetic response in the
planetary indices (e.g. Borello Filisetti et al., 1988 and
references therein), while the associated
CR-modulation phenomena are small (Iucci et al.,
1979b). If the above is ûue, the capability of polar
coronal holes to extend equatorialwards (and to
generate longJasting high-speed streams engulfing the
ecliptic) would be the primary cause for the negligible
values of correlation coefficiènts during the D-phases.
Therefore, the coefficient for the ,/9-phase would be
explained in a natural way; there \Ã/ere very few (if
any) solar-wind strearns connected with polar- coronal
holes during the solar-cycle N. 19 (see also Sect. 3).
Moreover, the correlation coefficients obtained for the
As-phases support the h¡rothesis of a prevalent
presence of flare-related disturbances, in the helio-
space, during the first part of each solar-activity cycle.
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Figurc 5. Correlation coefficients between the monthly CR
inænsity and the geomagretic index IKp for time
periods as in Fig. 3. The question mark in the
descending phaæ, oI9 indicates the "unexpected"
high value of correlation coefficient (see the
texÐ.

5. CONCLUSTONS

ereüninary results obtained through correl,ative
analyses between monthly values of lfp-inAices, Rz
and CR intensities are presented for the period 1937-
1986. It is suggested that the correlation coefficient of
Rz vs. ãKp (see Fig. 3) is: - practically the sane
(within eror bars) for all the ascending phases
considered; - anomalously higher for tt¡e descending
phase of solar-activity cycle N. 19; in general,

negligible correlation coefficients are obtained for the
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other descending phases. Most probably, during
pr9-phase polar coronal holes were unable to cover
(for a long tim) low heliographic latitudes, preventing
the associated corotating sola¡-wind sü€arns to engulf
thc ecliptic plane; it follows that there is quiæ a good
correlation betwecn the transient solar-wind streams
(as rneasured by Rz) and the geomagnetic activity
level (as neasured by lKp).

The results obtained by Shea & Smart (1981,
1985), supporting the llale cycle effect predicæd by
the drift ü"ory, may be explained also taking into
ac@unt that polar cøonal holes have covered
negligible arËas tos,ards the helioequator during the
¿/9-phase a¡rd vast areas during the o20 phase.

The role of interplanetary disturbances (and of
their sources) see,ms to be relevant in this type of
analysis. Looking for the Hale cycle-relafed
phenornena on galactic cosmic-ray behavior¡r this role
must be taken into account.
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